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Defense Personal Property Program

Moving in a COVID-19 Environment
Communication Plan
References: See Enclosure A.
Enclosures:
A. Moving in COVID-19 Environment
B. Transportation Service Provider Certification of Health Protection Protocols
C. Email to DoD Members
D. Personal Property Quick Reference Card
E. 5 Measures to Protect Your Health
F. Briefing Card
G. News Release
H. References
1. Purpose. This plan supports the communication objectives of the Commander, U.S. Transportation
Command, in the timely, factual, coordinated, and approved release of information about new safety
measures implemented by the Defense Personal Property Program and the Department of Defense to
protect the health of DoD members and their families who are directed or authorized to move during the
outbreak of coronavirus infectious disease 2019 (COVID-19).
2. Background (not releasable). Senior leaders within the DoD expressed concerns about burdening
DoD members and their families with enforcing the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
health protocols for moving industry personnel operating at the member’s residence during relocation.
USTRANSCOM was tasked to coordinate with the military Services and develop plans to ensure
adherence to these protocols consistent with CDC Guidelines for Businesses and Employers without
burdening DoD members and their families.
3. Public Affairs Posture. Public Affairs Posture for this effort is Active following official public
announcement by USTRANSCOM (see Enclosure G) on or about 6 May 2020. USTRANSCOM is PA
Lead. Military Services should execute an active PA posture and actively engage stakeholders and
publics.
4. Audiences, Stakeholders and Publics.
4.1. Public Affairs personnel will communicate to all audiences and create targeted communications for
Stakeholders and Publics. Stakeholders are audiences who can affect or are affected by operations,
activities and investments (OAIs). Publics are Stakeholders who are actively communicating about OAIs.
4.2. The primary Stakeholders for this communication effort are DoD members (military and civilian) and
their families. Military spouse forums within that primary group (mostly based on Social Media
platforms) are expected to actively communicate about this effort. Additional Stakeholders include the
Military Services and associated Personal Property and Transportation Offices. Commercial industry
moving companies and associations are also Stakeholders. Finally, U.S. media, including media focused
on military issues, can be expected to actively communicate about this effort.
5. Narrative, themes and messages.
5.1. Narrative: The Department of Defense is implementing new safety measures designed to protect its
members and their families during household goods shipments taking place during the global outbreak of
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COVID-19. The goal of these measures is to protect the health of our people who are directed or
authorized to move during the pandemic.
5.2 Toplines
5.2.1. Protecting our people has been a priority from the start of the COVID-19 response.
5.2.2. Each year DoD relocates more than 400,000 service members, DoD civilians, and their families to
assignments around the world. We are committed to ensuring their safety, particularly during this
pandemic.
5.2.3. New safety measures implemented by DoD direct that industry personnel handling DoD members’
moves adhere to CDC protocols regarding health protection while working in DoD members’ residences
and empower DoD members directly to take action to protect their families during the movement of their
household goods.
5.3. Theme: Safety
5.3.1. Moving crews will be required to adhere to the CDC COVID-19 health protection protocols while
in the DoD member’s residence.
5.3.2. Moving crew must wear face coverings, clean frequently touched surfaces, and maintain good hand
hygiene.
5.3.3. They must also minimize the number of personnel at the member’s residence in order to meet social
distancing requirements.
5.3.4. DoD is also requiring moving companies to provide certification that moving personnel have been
screened for illness in accordance with COVID-19 CDC Guidelines for Businesses and Employers.
5.3.5. Moving companies will provide the member written certification of this screening upon arrival (See
a copy of the form “Protecting Defense Personal Property Program (DP3) Customers, Transportation
Service Provider Certification of Health Protection Protocols at Enclosure B).
5.3.6. A DoD representative will contact the member during the relocation process to verify the moving
company is following all safety protocols, and to take swift corrective action if needed.
5.4. Theme: Decision Making
5.4.1. Under the new safety measures, the member can decide who enters their residence.
5.4.2. The member can question moving crews about adhering to CDC health protection protocols.
5.4.3. The member can stop the move at any point in the process. They are not required to compromise
personal safety for the sake of meeting a moving company’s timeline; if needed, ask to reschedule the
move.
6. Communication Engagement and Roll-Out
Date

Activity

OPR

May 1 then
ongoing
May 6

•

USTRANSCOM/PA

•

DP3 email to members who submit moving application to
local TMO
Email notification to Hill

May 6

•

Email update to MSO/VSOs

May 6, 1230

•

Pentagon Press Brief

USTRANSCOM/LA,
OSD(LA)
OSD(PA)
USTRANSCOM/PA,
OSD(PA)
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May 6

•

Public announcement via USTRANSCOM press release
o Amplify on Service websites

USTRANSCOM/PA

As required

•

Transportation industry media with TBD USTRANSCOM
official (TBD-Rick Marsh, director, Defense Personal
Property Program at TRANSCOM)

USTRANSCOM/PA

Ongoing after
rollout begins

•

USTRANSCOM/PA

Ongoing after
rollout begins

•

Ongoing after
rollout begins

•

Online/Social Media. USTRANSCOM/PA will distribute
content to support activities using the hashtags
#TogetherWeDeliver and #YourMove.
Service PAOs develop and upload released photos, stories,
videos and graphics to their organizational social media
platforms. Services may incorporate service unique hashtags if
desired.
Commanders, senior enlisted advisors, and leaders across the
Services talk with personnel about relocation during COVID19 using the briefing card at Enclosure F and distribute
information at Enclosures A – E.

Service PAOs

Services

7. Questions and Answers (Q & As).
Q1: When did DoD implement these safety measures to protect its people who are directed to move
during COVID-19?
A1: In early April 2020, mitigation measures were implemented that included steps DoD members should
take to protect themselves during a move. On May 1, 2020, DoD began requiring Transportation Service
Providers (TSPs) provide the DoD Member with written certification that CDC guidelines for health
screenings are being followed and DoD representatives began verifying TSPs are following all safety
protocols. DoD will continually review and refine guidance to stay in line with CDC recommendations
and feedback from its people.
Q2. How will service members receive information on how DoD moves will be conducted during
COVID-19?
A2. Those who authorized to move will receive key information from transportation offices to schedule
their moves (see Enclosure C). They will also receive an e-mail from USTRANSCOM about safety
measures regarding COVID-19. DoD members will also be contacted by their assigned moving company
to finalize moving information and answer any questions. They can also visit www.move.mil for Stop
Movement and COVID-19 health and safety measures. We will continually review and refine guidance to
stay in line with CDC recommendations and feedback.
Q3. Who is responsible for ensuring that moving companies comply with the directive to adhere to
CDC COVID-19 health protocols?
A3. The burden is not on DoD members or their families to ensure moving companies are adhering to
CDC COVID-19 health protocols. The moving companies are responsible for adhering to CDC COVID19 health protocols and DoD through the certification process. DoD will conduct compliance checks
(either in-person or remotely) on 100% of moves during the Stop Movement period. When issues are
identified, the representative will take responsibility – on behalf of the DoD member – to notify the
appropriate office to resolve the issue. Quality control inspectors are poised to respond with swift
corrective actions if a moving company employee is non-compliant, unqualified, or not following
appropriate guidelines on any move.
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Q4. What responsibilities do DoD members and their families have during directed or authorized
moves during the global outbreak of coronavirus?
A4. DoD members and their families are receiving local, installation and DoD Force Health Protection
(FHP) guidance during the pandemic. While the Stop Movement order is the most effective mitigation
measure, DoD recognizes some members will still need to move during this period. They are receiving
specific guidelines for conducting moves during COVID-19 such as preparing for the move by limiting
the number of family members in the residence or designating a room where they can stay while moving
company personnel are in the home, and wearing face coverings. DoD members and families also have a
responsibility to notify their transportation office and the moving company to reschedule a move if any
member is ill or has been directed to self-quarantine.
Q5. What should the DoD member do if moving company personnel arrive at their residence
without adequate CDC COVID-19 health protections?
A5. DoD members should immediately call their local transportation office or Service headquarters for
help (numbers have been provided on the “Moving in a COVID-19 Environment document at Enclosure
A). DoD members and their families have the right to tell the moving company to ‘stop’ until any issue is
resolved – even if that means the moving company must be rescheduled for another day.
Q6. How will the moving industry be notified of the requirement to wear face coverings, clean
frequently touched surfaces, minimize the number of crew at the Service Member's residence in
order to enable social distancing and frequently sanitize their hands?
A6. All moving industry companies were notified, via USTRANSCOM Advisories, on required health
protection and safety measures. Moving companies will pre-screen all personnel for COVID-19
symptoms – consistent with CDC guidelines – before they begin work at a residence. Moving companies
will provide written verification of these screenings to DoD members and their families, and certify that
personnel are trained and equipped to follow all stated protocols. The verification also acknowledges the
DoD member’s rights during the process.
Q7. What role did the Services play in developing the safety measures? How were the personal
property offices and local transportation offices notified?
A7. USTRANSCOM, in coordination with the military Services, worked through safety and health
requirements instituted to mitigate COVID-19. In parallel, all Personal Property Offices and local
transportation offices were notified via USTRANSCOM Advisories of these new measures to ensure
compliance.
Q8. Where else will announcements be made and on what date?
A8. DP3 information and announcements are being shared and posted on Service and USTRANSCOM
public websites. We are also using social media outlets to inform members authorized to move of their
right to a safe move. The DP3 team has participated in multiple roundtables and town halls with the
military Services and the moving industry and moving industry associations to address Stop Movement
and COVID-19 concerns.
Q9. Who will designate the ‘DoD representative’ to contact the service member in the relocation
process to verify safety protocols are being followed?
A9. The Services – in coordination with their regionally-aligned personal property offices around the
globe – will designate the ‘DoD representative.’
Q10. If safety protocols are not being followed, what's an example of ‘swift corrective action’ when
needed?
A10. There are a range of corrective actions ‘at the curb,’ from simple, spot corrections to ensure
personnel are properly wearing face coverings to removing personnel who do not follow protocols.
Companies that cannot consistently follow protocols may be suspended from the program. While the DoD
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will take swift action when required, it’s worth noting that industry has been a superb partner in
establishing and implementing these common-sense protocols.
8. Public Affairs Points of Contact:
Public Affairs Points of Contact.
8.1. U.S. Transportation Command Public Affairs: Dr. André Kok, (618) 220-4999,
andre.kok.civ@mail.mil; duty officer: transcom.scott.tcpa.mbx.director@mail.mil.
8.2. U.S. Army Public Affairs: LTC Crystal X. Boring, (703) 693-6477, crystal.x.boring.mil@mail.mil.
8.3. U.S. Navy Chief of Information Office: LT Samuel Boyle, (703) 697-5342,
Samuel.r.boyle1@navy.mil.
8.4. U.S. Marine Corps Public Affairs: Capt. Karoline Foote, Karoline.Foote@usmc.mil, (703) 614-4309;
duty officer: ontherecord@usmc.mil.
8.5. U.S. Air Force Public Affairs: Laura McAndrews, 703-695-0640, laura.m.mcandrews.civ@af.mil.
8.6. OSD/PA: Chuck Prichard, (703) 697- 5282, charles.l.prichard.civ@mail.mil; OSD(PA) Duty Officer:
osd.pa.dutyofficer@mail.mil, main office: (703) 697-5131, weekends/after hours: (703) 678-6162.

Encl A
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Encl B

PROTECTING DEFENSE PERSONAL PROPERTY PROGRAM (DP3) CUSTOMERS:

Transportation Service Provider Certification of Health Protection Protocols
Responsible TSP:

Bill of Lading/Order # (NTS or DPM):

Customer Name:
Assigned Crew Members:

Date of Service:

I certify the aforementioned crew members assigned to your move have been screened—consistent
with Centers for Disease Controls (CDC) guidelines—for COVID-19. I routinely monitor CDC
information (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html) to ensure
these screenings account for the most up-to-date guidance.
I have also screened these crew members for symptoms commonly associated with other illnesses that
are easily transmissible while working in the confines of a residence (common cold, flu, etc.)
I certify the aforementioned crew members will adhere to all guidelines issued by U.S. Transportation
Command. Specifically, the crew:
•
•
•
•

Is equipped with—and will wear—face coverings per CDC guidelines
Is equipped and prepared to clean surfaces they touched in your residence (though they will seek
your permission before using any cleaning products on your property)
Represents the smallest crew required to service your move, and will adhere to social distancing
guidelines
Has been instructed and equipped to maintain good hand-hygiene

I acknowledge this is your residence, and you are empowered to decide who works (or does not work)
in your residence. I further acknowledge your right to question my personnel on adherence to these
protocols, and to stop and reschedule your move as you deem necessary. Your safety and security are
paramount.
I appreciate that you will implement similar protocols to ensure the safety of these crew members.
Please let me know if you—or anyone in your home—has COVID-19 symptoms or has been directed
to self- quarantine.
I welcome your feedback on our adherence to these protocols. Please contact me or a member of my
company at the below number. I similarly invite a DoD representative to contact me on your behalf.
TSP / Agent Signature
TSP / Agent Signature
Block TSP / Agent Contact
Information
This form must be completed and presented to DP3 customers before work begins at the residence
VERSION 2 (29 APRIL 2020)

Encl C
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EMAIL TO DoD MEMBER
Dear DP3 Customer,
The DoD is committed to delivering safe, quality moving and storage services to your family.
The Department has directed that industry personnel handling your move adhere to Centers for
Disease Control protocols regarding health protection while working in your residence.
These measures include:
•
•
•

wearing face coverings
minimizing crew size to enable social distancing
routinely cleaning frequently touched surfaces and practice good hand hygiene

Your moving company will verify to you—in writing—that their personnel have been screened
for illness and will be properly equipped to work in your home.
Notify your transportation office or moving company to reschedule your move if you—or
anyone in your family—is ill or has been directed to self-quarantine.
You are empowered to decide who enters your residence, and to tell the moving company to
‘stop’ at any point in the process. You are not required to compromise your safety for the sake
of meeting a moving company’s timeline; if needed, ask to reschedule your move.
A DoD representative will contact you during the relocation process to verify that your service
provider is following all safety protocols, and to take swift corrective action when needed.
If you are uncomfortable at any time during the household goods pack-out or delivery process,
inform your service provider, contact your local transportation office, and—if needed—your
chain of command.
The attached documents include additional information and contact information to help you
prepare for your move.

Encl D
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Encl F

BRIEFING CARD
Defense Personal Property Program

Moving in a COVID-19 Environment
Situation/Event/Issue. USTRANSCOM is implementing specific safety measures moving industry
personnel must comply with while working in a Service Member’s residence during COVID-19.
Public Affairs Posture – Active. Public Affairs Posture for this effort is Active following official public
announcement by USTRANSCOM (see Enclosure G) on or about 5 May 2020. USTRANSCOM is PA
Lead. Military Services should execute an active PA posture and engage stakeholders and publics.
Key Points
The Department of Defense is implementing new safety measures designed to protect DoD members and
their families during household goods moves taking place during the global outbreak of coronavirus
infectious disease 2019 (COVID-19). The goal of these measures is to protect the health of DoD members
and their families who are directed or authorized to move during the outbreak of coronavirus infectious
disease 2019 (COVID-19).
Safety
• Moving industry personnel will be required to adhere to the CDC COVID-19 health protection
protocols while in the service member’s residence.
•

That means moving personnel must wear face coverings, clean frequently touched surfaces, and
maintain good hand hygiene.

•

They must also minimize the number of personnel at the service member’s residence to support
social distancing requirements.

•

DoD is also requiring moving companies to provide certification that moving personnel have
been screened for illness in accordance with COVID-19 CDC Guidelines for Businesses and
Employers.

•

Moving companies will provide the service member written certification of this screening upon
arrival

•

A DoD representative will contact you during the relocation process to verify that your service
provider is following all safety protocols, and to take swift corrective action when needed.

Decision Making
• Under the new safety measures, you can decide who enters your residence.
•

You can question moving industry personnel about adhering to CDC health protection protocols.

•

You can stop the move at any point in the process. You are not required to compromise your
safety for the sake of meeting a moving company’s timeline; if needed, ask to reschedule your
move.
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(Encl F - Briefing Card continued)
Questions and Answers
Q1. When did DoD implement these safety measures to protect DoD members and their families
who are directed to move during COVID-19?
A1. In early April 2020, mitigation measures were implemented that included steps DoD members
should take to protect themselves during a move. On May 1, 2020, DoD began requiring Transportation
Service Providers (TSPs) provide the DoD Member with written certification that CDC guidelines for
health screenings are being followed and DoD representatives began verifying TSPs are following all
safety protocols. DoD will continually review and refine guidance to stay in line with CDC
recommendations and feedback from DoD Families.
Q2. How will service members receive information on how DoD moves will be conducted during
COVID-19?
A2. DoD members authorized to move will receive key information from transportation offices to
schedule their moves (see Enclosure C). They will also receive an e-mail from USTRANSCOM about
DoD safety measures regrading COVID-19. DoD members will also be contacted by their assigned
moving company to finalize moving information and answer any questions. DoD members and families
can also visit www.move.mil for Stop Movement and COVID-19 health and safety measures. DoD will
continually review and refine guidance to stay in line with CDC recommendations and feedback from
DoD Families.
Q3. Who is responsible for ensuring that moving companies comply with the directive to adhere to
CDC COVID-19 health protocols?
A3. The burden is not on DoD members or their families to ensure moving companies are adhering to
CDC COVID-19 health protocols. The moving companies are responsible for adhering to CDC COVID19 health protocols and DoD through the certification process. DoD will conduct compliance checks
(either in-person or remotely) on 100% of moves during the Stop Movement period. When issues are
identified, the representative will take responsibility—on behalf of the DoD Member—to notify the
appropriate office to resolve the issue. Quality control inspectors are poised to respond with swift
corrective actions if a moving company employee is non-compliant, unqualified, or not following
appropriate guidelines on any move.
Q4. What responsibilities do DoD members and their families have during directed or authorized
moves during the global outbreak of coronavirus?
A4. DoD members and their families are receiving local, installation and DoD Force Health Protection
(FHP) guidance during the COVID-19 outbreak. While the Stop Movement order is the most effective
mitigation measure, DoD recognizes some members will need to move during this period. DoD members
and their families have been provided specific guidelines for conducting moves during COVID-19 such as
preparing for the move by limiting the number of family members in the residence or designating a room
where family members can stay while moving company personnel are in the home, and wearing face
coverings. DoD members and families also have a responsibility to notify their transportation office and
the moving company to reschedule a move if any member is ill or has been directed to self-quarantine.
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(Encl F - Briefing Card continued)
Q5. What should the DoD Member do if moving company personnel arrive at their residence
without adequate CDC COVID-19 health protections?
A5. DoD members should immediately call their local call their local transportation office or Service
headquarters for help (numbers have been provided on the “Moving in a COVID-19 Environment
document at Encl X). DoD members and their families have the right to tell the moving company to ‘stop’
until any issue is resolved—even if that means the moving company coming back another day.
Q6. How will the moving industry be notified of the requirement to wear face coverings, clean
frequently touched surfaces, minimize the number of crew at the Service Member's residence in
order to enable social distancing and frequently sanitize their hands.
A6. All moving industry companies were notified, via USTRANSCOM Advisories, on required health
protection and safety measures. Moving companies will pre-screen all personnel for COVID-19
symptoms—consistent with CDC guidelines—before they begin work at a residence. Moving companies
will provide written verification of these screenings to DoD members and their families, and certify that
personnel are trained and equipped to follow all stated protocols. The verification also acknowledges the
DoD Member’s rights during the process.
Q7. What role did the Military Services play in developing DP3 safety measures? How were the
personal property offices and local transportation offices notified?
A7. USTRANSCOM, in coordination with the Military Services, worked through safety and health
requirements instituted to mitigate COVID-19. In parallel, all Personal Property Offices and local
transportation offices were notified, via USTRANSCOM Advisories, of these new measures to ensure
compliance.
Q8. Where else will announcements be made and on what date?
A8. DP3 information and announcements are being shared and posted on Service and USTRANSCOM
public websites. DoD Public Affairs teams are utilizing social media outlets to inform DoD members
authorized to move of their right to a safe move. The DP3 team has participated in multiple round tables
and town halls with the Military Services and the moving industry and moving industry associations to
address Stop Movement and COVID-19 concerns.
Q9. Who will designate the "DoD representative" to contact the Service Member in the relocation
process to verify safety protocols are being followed?
A9. The Services—in coordination with their regionally-aligned personal property offices around the
globe—will designate the ‘DoD representative.’
Q10. If safety protocols are not being followed, what's an example of "swift corrective action" when
needed?
A10. There are a range of corrective actions ‘at the curb’, from simple on-the-spot corrections to ensure
personnel are properly wearing face coverings to removing personnel who do not follow protocols.
Companies that cannot consistently follow protocols may be suspended from the program. While the DoD
will take swift action when required, it’s worth noting that industry has been a superb partner in
establishing and implementing these common-sense protocols.
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Encl G

NEWS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Monday, May 4, 2020

U.S. Transportation Command Public Affairs
(618) 220-4999
transcom-pa@mail.mil
Release#: 20200324-001

USTRANSCOM takes action to protect military families moving during COVID-19
SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, Ill. – U.S. Transportation Command announced increased safety
measures designed to protect Department of Defense members and their families during
household goods moves taking place during the global outbreak of coronavirus infectious disease
2019 (COVID-19) that will go into effect immediately.
Secretary of Defense Mark Esper directed implementation of these measures.
Moving industry personnel will be required to adhere to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention COVID-19 health protection protocols while in the service member’s residence. That
means moving personnel must wear face coverings, clean frequently touched surfaces and
sanitize their hands often. They must also minimize the number of personnel at the member’s
residence in order to meet social distancing requirements.
USTRANSCOM is also requiring moving companies to provide certification that moving
personnel have been screened for illness in accordance with COVID-19 CDC guidelines for
businesses and employers. Moving companies will provide the member written certification of
this screening upon arrival.
Under the new safety measures, the member can deny entry to moving personnel or question
them about adhering to health protection protocols. And they can terminate the move entirely if
they feel the moving crew is compromising their safety. The move would be rescheduled at a
later date.
“Moving is always stressful, and COVID only adds stress and uncertainty to the process. It’s
important DoD families know they are empowered to make decisions on the spot and that they
have a voice in the process. Families also have resources available to them – the military services
are leaning forward to verify protocols are followed, and take action on behalf of families if
issues arise. Protecting the health of DoD personnel and their families is paramount,” said Rick
Marsh, director of the Defense Personal Property Program at USTRANSCOM.
The military services (U.S. Army, Navy, Marines Corps, Air Force and Coast Guard) are
required to verify with 100% of their service members that moving companies are complying
with these safety measures during their moves.
Visit move.mil to read the latest guidance for Defense Personal Property Program customers.
-30-
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